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Abstract  

 
In digital signal processing field, for recovering the signal without distortion, Shannon 

sampling theory must be fulfilled in the traditional signal sampling. However, in some 

practical applications, it is becoming an obstacle because of the dramatic increase of the costs 

due to increased volume of the storage and transmission as a function of frequency for 

sampling. Therefore, how to reduce the number of the sampling in analog to digital 

conversion (ADC) for wideband and how to compress the large data effectively has been 

becoming major subject for study. Recently, a novel technique, so-called “compressed 

sampling”, abbreviated as CS, has been proposed to solve the problem. This method will 

capture and represent compressible signals at a sampling rate significantly lower than the 

Nyquist rate. 

 

This paper not only surveys the theory of compressed sampling, but also simulates the CS 

with the software Matlab. The error between the recovered signal and original signal for 

simulation is around -200dB. The attempts were made to apply CS. The error between the 

recovered signal and original one for experiment is around -40 dB which means the CS is 

realized in a certain extent. Furthermore, some related applications and the suggestions of the 

further work are discussed. 

 

Key words: Compressive Sampling (CS); sparse representation; measurement matrix; signal 

reconstruction. 
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1 Introduction 
 

1.1 Background 
 
In signal processing, the so-called Shannon sampling theory is widely accepted in data 

acquisition. That is to say, in order to avoid any lost of the information and the signal can be 

retrieved without distortion; sampling rate must be at least twice of the signal’s bandwidth. In 

fact, Shannon sampling theory is used in almost all fields of signal acquisition, such as audio 

and visual electronics, medical imaging devices, radio receivers, and so on. 

 

Therefore, the traditional method of signal processing has the following steps based on this 

theory:  

i.  To obtain a complete signal samples. 

ii.  To project the samples onto a substrate to make it sparse or compressible. 

iii.  To save and to transmit the components of the projected vectors and their addresses 

except those components with zero and near zero coefficients and their addresses.  

 

With the fast development of communication system, the requirements of high speed and 

quality results in the increased bandwidth and frequency. In according to Shannon sampling 

theory, the wide bandwidth signal means the higher sampling frequency. As consequence, the 

amount of the data of the original signal becomes even bigger than before. Hence, the 

requirements for storage capacity and processing speed will be much higher and the qualified 

hardware will be either difficult to manufacture or unbelievable expensive. As the limitation 

of the physical properties of the device, the cost to improve the sampling rate is enormous. On 

the other hand, after sampling, the acquired data will be projected to a basis to get the sparse 

representation. Most elements of this sparse signal will have zero or approximate ly zero 

coefficient and all of these nearly zero parts will be discarded without compromise of its 

quality. This means the waste of computing resources and time. 

 

1.2 Motivation and purpose 
 
Due to these obvious deficiencies of the traditional methods, the question is raised: if the 

signal is compressible, why not obtain the concise representation directly from the original 
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signal in order to avoid sampling a large number of information which is not contribution to 

the resulting information? As a result, a new method named Compressive Sampling and/or 

Compressive Sampling (CS) is proposed to solve the problem. Thus, a new method of signal 

sampling was created by Candes and Donoho in 2004 [1-3]. 

 

In signal processing, CS as a very new development differs from the traditional method. In 

the traditional way, the acquisition and compression are performed at the separate steps. 

While in the CS method both the acquisition and compression are carried out simultaneously. 

Additionally, the CS method acquires only the measured value of the signal, and then chooses 

the suitable algorithm to recover from these measured values.  

 

The major advantage of the CS method over the traditional one is that the volume of the 

measured value requires for reconstruction of original signal is dramatically reduced. 

Therefore, the new method can be widely used in signal processing such as image processing,  

channel coding, web, radar and other domains with high resolution signal. Furthermore, 

JPEGs, MP3 etc. are technologically related to the CS [4]. 

 

In principle, Compressive Sampling includes three main parts:  

i.  The representation of signal sparsely; 

ii.  The measurement of signal; 

iii.  The reconstruction algorithm. 

 

For the representation of signal sparsely, the original signal is projected to an orthogonal basis, 

and most of the coefficients of the projected signal would be extremely small (close to zero). 

Hence, the projected signal can be considered as sparse signal which will be described in the 

theory Section 2.4.1. Actually, for the CS method, the signal must have the sparse 

presentation; this is the prior condition for Compressive Sampling. The basis should be 

chosen depending on the characteristics of the signal. The most common basis is discrete 

cosine, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), discrete wavelet, curve let, Gabor and some more. 

However, in the present study, the FFT is most suitable. 

 

For the measurement of signal, first of all, a project matrix or measurement matrix is created. 

In order to ensure the projected values can keep the structure of the original signal, the project 

matrix should be satisfied the Restricted Isometric Property (RIP), which will be described in 

the theory Section 2.4.2. Then by multiplying the original signal with the measurement matrix, 

the measurement values are then obtained. 
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Finally, use the reconstruction algorithm to recover the original signal from the measured 

values and measurement matrix. Normally the signal reconstruction problem can be solved by 

zero-order norm (L0) minimum optimal method, the solution of it can be provided by few 

ways, such as: one-order norm (L1) minimum optimal method, matching pursuit, iterative 

threshold etc. In the present thesis, L1 norm minimum optimal method was used. 

 

As the number of the measured values is much smaller than the number of the original data in 

the CS method, this method can be considered as the original signal has been compressed 

during the sampling. So this method is called Compressive Sampling.  

 

1.3 Outline 
 
The present thesis consists of 5 sections and begins with the background of the compressed 

sampling. The motivations and purpose of this work have also been explained in the first 

section. The second section describes the basic theory of compressed sampling and the related 

principles. In the third section, the proceeding and the results of the simulation of the CS 

using the software Matlab are listed and interpreted. The forth section reports the experiment 

of CS. Analysis of results and final conclusions, future works are finally discussed in the fifth 

sections. 
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2 Theory  
 

2.1 Shannon Sampling Theory 
 

Shannon sampling theory must be satisfied for preventing signal distortion. As when the 

sampling rate is lower than the twice of the highest frequency of the signal, aliasing 

phenomenon will show up. Aliasing phenomenon means the signal has the frequency higher 

than Nyquist frequency (half of the sampling frequency) show the lower frequency signal’s 

characteristics. In this way, the signal cannot be recovered correctly. For example, in time 

domain, if the frequency of the original signal is 30MHz, the sampling frequency is 40MHz, 

after sampling, the sampled signal will not be 30MHz signal, but looks like it is a 10MHz 

signal.  

 

2.2 Coherent Sampling 
 
When the period signal is converted with FFT, the spectral leakage problem will be occurred 

without coherent sampling technique. This technique avoids the spectral leakage caused by 

spreading the energy of any given frequency component across adjacent frequency bins. 

Mathematically, in this method, the following condition must be obeyed as [5]: 

 

F/Fs=M/N                                                                                                                                  (1) 

 

where   F = the frequency of the periodic signal 

Fs = the sampling frequency 

N = data length or sample numbers 

M = the number of cycles. 

 

When M and N are both integer and prime to one another, the signal is then the coherent 

signal. Otherwise, the Fs must be adjusted for obtaining coherent signal. Therefore, the 

method called coherent sampling. 
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2.3 Discrete and Fast Fourier Transform 
 

The Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) transforms the signals from time domain to frequency 

domain. Mathematically, the transformation is described by following equations [6]: 

 

X[k]=∑        
    

 
   
                       k=0,1…,N-1                                                                    (2) 

 

x[n]=
 

 
∑       

    

 
   
                      n=0,1…,N-1                                                                    (3) 

 

where   N = the numbers of sample 

x[n] = time domain signal 

X[k] = frequency domain signal after DFT 

 

FFT is a fast algorithm for computing the DFT. It breaks down a DFT transformation 

repeatedly to speed up the calculation. As a result, the calculation time is dramatically 

reduced. 

 

2.4 Compressive Sampling  
 
Normally the CS includes 3 steps: 

i.  Sparse representation of the original signal 

Original signal x (Nx1)will have a sparse expression on the represent basis Ψ (NxN), N is the 

datalength of original signal x: 

 

x=Ψs                                                                                                                                           (4) 

 

where   x=original signal 

Ψ = represent basis 

s  = sparse represent of original signal 

 

ii.  Acquire the measurement value by measurement matrix 

Use the measurement matrix Φ (KxN) to acquire the measurement value y, K is the 

measurement number: 
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y=Φx=ΦΨs=Θs                                                                                                                        (5) 

where   Φ = measurement matrix 

 

iii.   Reconstruction of signal 

Choose an adaptive algorithm to reconstruction  ̂ depending on the known Φ, Ψ and y. 

Using the inverse matrix of Ψ to reconstruct the original signal  ̂ 

 

 ̂=    ̂                                                                                                                                     (6) 

 

where    ̂ = reconstructed original signal 

 ̂ = reconstructed sparse represent of original signal 

 

2.4.1 The Basic Concept of Compressed Samples 

 

There are two key issues in CS; measurement matrix design and signal recovery algorithms. 

But all of these are based on the signal is sparse on some basis. This is the prior condition for 

CS. 

 

Firstly, the descriptions of sparse signal and Compressive Sampling signal: 

 

Sparse signal: Original signal x have N data length, there are finite number (e.g. T) non-zero 

sample points, other sample points are zero, this signal x is called T-sparse signal. 

 

Compressible signal: Original signal x has N elements, in a certain basis, only few elements 

have large magnitude and others have small value. This signal cannot be called sparse signal. 

But when all the small elements set to zero and the remaining large values can represent the 

original signal x without noticeable information loss, this signal is called compressible signal 

[7]. 
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For better understanding of the sparse signal, Figure 2.1 gives an example. 

 

 

Figure 2.1 typical sparse signal in a certain basis  

 

It is obvious from Figure 2.1 that the signal in time domain has a high density and it will 

show sparse with only two frequency coefficients in the frequency domain. 

 

Normally, in time domain, most of the nature signals are non-sparse, but they can be 

transformed to sparse signals in some other domains. In other words, they will have the 

concise representations when expressed in the proper basis Ψ. 

 

Mathematically speaking, let original signal x = [x(1), x(2),... x(N)]
T 

as the column vector 

composed with one-dimensional discrete signals. Any N dimensional vector can be 

represented by an Nx1 orthogonal vector basis set {  }   
 as: 

 

x=∑     
 
   or x=Ψs                                                                                                                 (7) 

 

Where s= [s1s2...sN]
T
 is the weight coefficient vector, si= <x,Ψi>=Ψi

T
x, 

Ψ= [Ψ1, Ψ2,...,ΨN] is the basis matrix.  

 

Obviously, s  in Ψ domain and x in the time domain are correspondence, they are the equal 

expression. If there is only T non-zero (or absolute value is large) coefficients, while the other 

N-T coefficients are 0 (or absolute value is close to zero), then the signal can discard all zero 

(or almost zero) values without much perceptual loss. At the same time, the situation T<< N is 

mostly concerned which means the signal is compressible and it will bring good result when 

the signal is reconstructed. 
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For example, a smooth slowly varying signal will be sparse when the basis matrix is Fourier 

transform basis; segment smooth signal will show sparse characteristics with the particular 

wavelet basis. Sparse signal widely exists in the real world, such as the audio and image 

based on commercial coding standard MP3 and JPEG show obvious sparse.  

 

For the sparse signals which defined above, the traditional method only focus on every 

sampling point itself, and it will be hard to acquire the efficient information or the 

information between adjacent sampling points are redundancy (big relevant between adjacent 

signals). Compressed sample concerns the global information; observe the signal several 

times globally, each measured contains some useful information s ignal. At the same time, use 

different measured methods every time to ensure redundancy of information between the 

measurements is small, thus the original signal can be reconstructed without distortion with 

the small number of measured points.  

 

Specifically, if x is T-sparse signal under Ψ-basis, measurement matrix Φ is KxN, the 

measured value will be the inner product vector of x and measurement matrix, measured 

value is y from the equation (5). 

 

Where Φ is measured matrix, Θ=ΦΨ. Where T≤ K<<N, N-dimensional original signal x in 

the sampling process was compressed into a K-dimensional measured y. Original signal can 

be reconstructed from the observed signal, since Θ is the K × N matrix, equation (5) is 

underdetermined equation and s  will have multiple solutions. But the compression sample 

question requires the sparse solution of s , and well-designed measurement matrix will 

guarantee that the sparsest solution of equation (5) will be T-sparse, and it will be the only 

sparsest solution. Therefore, the aim of the compression sample signal recovery algorithm is 

to find the most sparse solution s and use it to reconstruct the original signal x. 

 

The compressed sampling methods save former storage space and computing resources 

compared with the traditional sampling methods and these resources will be used in the post 

recovery algorithm. In the field of modern communication and signal processing, the former 

resources are more valuable. For example, in battlefield communications, the lower 

computational complexity of the front-end sensor will increase the acquirement speed, when 

the sampled signal was sent to the receiver, it will have plenty time to use the powerful 

computers to reconstruct the original signal with low cost and it will have the same effect as 

the traditional sampling and compression method. 
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Now the problem is how to find this orthogonal normal basis, different signals have different 

characteristics and so they will have the different basis. Normally, the basis can be chose 

flexibly depending on the characteristics of the original signal. There is some common basis 

as: discrete-cosine basis, fast-Fourier basis, discrete-wavelet basis, curve let basis, Gabor 

basis and redundant dictionary. In this case, as the analog digital convert is the focal point, the 

Fourier transform is chosen as the orthogonal normal basis Ψ. 

 

2.4.2 Measurement Matrix 
 
Known from the above, the compression sampling theory consists of two main parts. First 

part is to design measurement matrix, it will maintain the main structure of the original signal 

x and guarantee the minimal information loss while the dimension of the signal is reduced. 

Second one is to design the signal recovery algorithm to recover the N length original signal 

without distortion from K measurement values. The following will describe these two parts 

separately.  

 

The design goal of measurement matrix Φ is to recover the original signal from the measured 

values as less as possible. In the specific design, there are two relations need to be considered: 

(1) the relation between measurement matrix and the base matrix; (2) the relation between 

matrix Θ and T-sparse signal s . 

Firstly, the measurement matrix and the basis matrix should be incoherence. 

 

Definition 1. Coherent between the measurement matrix Φ and the basis matrix Ψ is μ, [8] 

 

μ(Φ, Ψ)=√ * |〈     〉|     
     

       
                                                                                                  (8) 

 

The degree of coherent is given the maximum coherency between any two vector of Φ and Ψ. 

When the vector Φ and Ψ have coherent vectors, the value of μ will be comparatively large. 

Depend on the above discussion, for the signal compression samples, every measurement 

value should contain the different information of the original signal that means the vectors of 

Φ and Ψ should be orthogonal as possible and the degree of coherence should be as small as 

possible, this is why the measurement matrix and the basis matrix should have incoherent. 

The strict mathematical relation about the sparse and incoherent can refer to [8]. 
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Secondly, the relation between the matrix Θ = ΦΨ and T-sparse signal is related with RIP [2]. 

To facilitate discussion, give the definition of "equidistant constant" of the matrix [9].  

 

Definition 2. For any T = 1, 2 ..., define matrix’s equidistant constant δT  is the minimum 

value to satisfy the following formula, where s is any T-sparse vector:  

 

(1-δT)‖ ‖ 
 ≤‖  ‖ 

 ≤(1+δT)‖ ‖ 
                                                                                                 (9) 

 

If δT<1, matrix Θ satisfy the T order RIP, at this time, the matrix Θ approximately ensure that 

the T-sparse signal s will keep the same Euclidean distance, which means that s cannot be in 

the zero space of the matrix Θ (otherwise, s will have infinitely solutions). More stringent 

conditions to lossless recover of the original signal is given by the following theory [10]: 

  

Theory 1 Suppose s is a T-sparse signal, for in equation (9), if δ2T+δ3T<1, then lossless 

recovery can be achieved. (δ2T and δ3T are also the equidistant constant with the subscript 

value 2T and 3T). About the detail of the proof of the theory and the extension and application 

of RIP will not be discussed in this article; the reader can refer to [9-11]. 

  

Base on the definitions of RIP and coherence, measurement matrix can be designed. However, 

simply using Theory 1 and incoherent to design measurement matrix is a None-determine 

Polynomial complete problem which means this kind of problem cannot be solved in a 

polynomial time [3], generally, it is impossible in practice. Fortunately, the researches show 

that the random matrix has a overwhelming probability to satisfy the incoherent and Theory 1, 

when  

 

K = cT                                                                                                                             (10) 

 

Where c is a constant related to Recovery accuracy [3]. The maximum value of c will be rate 

of the two times highest frequency of the signal and the sampling frequency as all the samples 

will be compressed back to the first Nyquist-Zone. For example, 500MHz signal with 

200MHz sampling frequency, then the maximum c value should be 5. In this case, the c value 

is 2.5, how to determine the value will be described in Section 3.4. Therefore, the random 

matrix will be used to measure, the common matrix like Gaussian measured matrix, binary 

measured matrix, Fourier measured matrix and irrelevant measured matrix [3]. Random 

measured values provide a kind of the effective compression sample method. Of course, 

through the development of compression sampling theory, more random measured methods 

or other methods will emerge. The random matrix will be used in this case. 
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2.4.3 Reconstructions Algorithm 
 

The purpose of the signal recovery algorithm is to find the sparsest solution of y = Θs , 

focusing on convex optimization algorithms. The idea based on convex optimization to obtain 

the sparsest solution mainly through adding constraint. Commonly method is the norm 

constraint and theories verified that the signal s can be reconstructed through solving the 

optimal l0 norm problem as show in equation (11): 

 

min ‖ ‖0,   subject to                y=Θs                                                                                     (11) 

 

Where ‖ ‖0 is the l0 norm, presents the number of the non-zero elements in the signal s . 

However, the minimum l0 norm problem is a Non-determine Polynomial hard problem, which 

means the problem need exhaustive all the ( 
 
)  permutation probability of the non-zero 

element in the signal s and cannot be solved. The researches show that the l1 norm can instead 

l0 norm for this problem. So the problem will be changed to equation (12): 

 

min ‖ ‖1,   subject to                y=Θs                                                                                      (12) 

 

This minimum l1 norm problem actually is a convex optimal problem which will be explained 

in Section 2.4.4; it can be solved through transforming this problem to a linear programming 

problem. This method is also called Basis pursuit (BP) [12]. So, the convex optimal will be 

used to solve the reconstruction problem. 

 

2.4.4 Convex optimal 
 
Normally the constrained optimal problem is to get the minimum solution of the objective 

function when the variance is satisfied the constraint condition. For the convex optimal 

problem, the objective function is the convex function, the constraint variance take the value 

from the convex set, this kind of optimal problem called convex optimal.  

 

Convex set means that O is a point set in p dimensions space, z1, z2 are the two random points 

belong to O. If z=pz1+ (1-p)z2 belong to O when the 0≤ p≤1, then O is the convex set. 
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Convex function means that f(z) is the function on the interval I, if random two points z1,z2 in I 

and any real value p∈{0,1}, always have equation (13), then  f(z)  is the convex function. 

 

f(pz1+(1-p)z2)≤ p f(z1)+(1-p)f(z2)                                                                                             (13) 

 

For example: assume O is the convex set, f(z) is the convex function in O and then equation 

(14) is convex optimal problem. 

 

min f(z)    subject to       z∈O                                                                                                   

(14) 
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3 Simulation 
 

3.1. Matlab Review 
 
The MATLAB is a high technical computing language and working platform developed by 

MathWorks Company. The name MATLAB stands for matrix laboratory as its data element 

is represented by matrix. Base on expressing and solving the problems in familiar 

mathematical notation, it integrates computation, visualization, and programming in an easy-

to-use environment. MATLAB provides a rich set of functions for signal processing. In this 

project, MATLAB will be used to simulate the whole process of compressed sampling 

through generating the original signal, measuring the signal and using convex optimal method 

to recover the signal. 

 

3.2 Generate the Original Signal x. 
 
First of all, the original signal x should be created to simulate the signal exist in the nature 

world. Base on the theory, this signal should be sparse in some domain. As it is created in 

Matlab, definitely, it is a digital signal. The data length N of the original signal x will be set to 

1024 and the sample frequency will be 100*10
6
 Hz (which means 100MHz).  

The sine wave will be constructed as equation (14): 

 

x=A(i)sin(2 f(i)t+ (i)              i=1,2…,K                                                                               (14) 

 

where   x = the original signal,  

A(i) = the amplitude,  

f(i) = the frequency,  

t = the time, 

ө(i) = the phase of the signal.  

 

As the signal should be sparse in frequency domain, if the signal is T-sparse as said before, 

the coefficient i will be the number from 1 to K which means the signal x will be mixed with 

K different frequencies. In this way, this signal will have the 1024 data length in time domain 

as show in Figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1 Original signals in time domain 
 

3.3 Transform the signal x to frequency domain 
 
Use the FFT to change the original signal x from time domain to frequency domain. The 

functions of FFT in Matlab can be used directly to compute the fast discrete Fourier transform 

of signal x and rearranges the result of FFT by moving the zero frequency components to the 

middle of the spectrum [12]. 

 

After this, the signal s will show sparse in the frequency domain as show in Figure 3.2. 

 

 
 

Figure3.2 Sparse signal in frequency domain 
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3.4 Measurement Matrix Φ 
 

The digital signal x is presented as Nx1 vector in Matlab. In order to collect the elements of 

this vector following the rules; a measurement matrix should be created to sample this vector. 

As said in the theory Section 2.4.2, the random matrix can fulfill the conditions of CS with 

overwhelming probability for the measurement matrix. The matrix Φ will be KxN dimensions 

matrix. The K value is calculated through the equation (10). 

 

As c value is not determined in the equation (10), the different value will be tried to find 

which one is suitable. Use distinct sparse value T to check the error which is the different 

value in dB between recovered signal and original signal. Show as the Table 3.1. 

 

Table 3.1 different result for reconstruct signal with different C value  

K function 

K=round(C*T*log(N/T)) 

N=1024, 

Sparse of 

signal T 

Observed 

Number K 

Time domain 

error(dB) 

Frequency 

domain 

error(dB) 

c=2 9 85 -22 -52 

14 120 -31 -61 

33 227 -37 -68 

64 355 -26 -55 

c=2.5 8 97 -181 -212 

20 197 -176 -208 

30 256 -170 -200 

60 426 -182 -212 

 

Base on Table 3.1, c value will be chosen as c=2.5, as the result is good, the error between 

recover signal and original signal is less than -200 dB, which means the signal recovered well. 

 

Through this way, the K value is determined, as N is known number; the measurement matrix 

Φ can be created. As the matrix Φ should be incoherent with the basis Ψ, so use the Matlab to 

make the measurement matrix orthogonally. The measurement matrix will be used to observe 

sparse signal s  which is multiply the measurement matrix and the sparse signal in mathematic 

in frequency domain to get the measurement value y. 
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3.5 Recovery Algorithm 
 

As mentioned before, in this case, convex optimal method will be used to get the sparsest 

solution of equation (5) to reconstruct the sparse signal  ̂. In Matlab, CVX which is Matlab-

based modeling system for convex optimal programming will be used for convex optimal. For 

the CVX, the constraint variable is   ̂, the constraint function is y=Φs  and the object function 

is the l1-norm minimization. 

Compare the reconstructed sparse signal  ̂ and the original sparse signal s  as show in Figure 

3.3. The discrepancy between them is around -250 dB which means signal is recovered well. 

 

 

Figure 3.3 compare original signal and reconstruct signal and the error between them in 

frequency domain 

 

Use the inverse FFT to change frequency domain signal  ̂ to time domain signal  ̂. Contrast   ̂ 

with the original signal x as show in Figure 3.4. The error of them is approximate -180 dB. 

The signal is completely recovered through the Matlab simulation.  
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Figure 3.4 compare original signal and reconstruct signal and the error between them in time 

domain 

 

As the samples are too dense to see the result clearly, enlarge the part of them to check. Show 

as Figure 3.5. 

 

Figure 3.5 enlarged figure of original signal and reconstruct signal comparison in time 

domain 
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4 Experiment of CS 
 

4.1 Instruments 
 

For the implement of the process, a test bed or platform should be created to start work on. In 

this case, the test bed will be consisted of one Vector Signal Generator (VSG) which is 

ROHDE&SCHWARZ SMV 200A show as Figure 4.1, one ADC which is ADQ 214 show as 

Figure 4.2 and one computer with the Matlab software connected to VSG and ADC for 

sending and receiving data signal.  

 

 

 
Figure 4.1 ROHDE&SCHWARZ SMV 200A Vector Signal Generator 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2 ADQ 214(Analog to Digital Converter) 
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4.2 Experiment setting and process 
 

These equipments will be connected as illustrate by the block diagram in Figure.4.3: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3 test bed 

 

As showed in Figure 4.3, a multi-frequency sine wave will be generated by Matlab in PC and 

sent to the VSG. VSG will change this digital signal to analog one and modulate it from base 

band signal to band pass signal. After these processes, VSG will propagate the signal from 

channel A to the port A of the ADC. At the same time, the clock signal which is continuous 

sine wave signals created by VSG itself will be sent from the channel B of VSG to the clock 

port of ADC. In this case, the frequency and level setting for channel A is 100 MHz and -

4dBm respectively. And for channel B, it is 400 MHz and 6dBm. ADC will be used to 

acquire and sample the analog signal, transform it to digital and send it back to PC. Finally, 

the received signal will be compressed and recovered by Matlab. 

 

To realize the Compressive Sampling through the equipments, there would be two steps. 

Step1. The ADQ will be used to acquire the signal following the Shannon theory，then 

compare the received signal and original one to see the error between them. Step2. The 

received signal will be compressed and recovered as in simulation part to realize the 

Compressive Sampling in a certain extent. 

 

For step1, acquiring signal with Shannon theory, the same signal in simulation part will be 

used. This original signal in time domain should be sparse when it is transformed to 

frequency domain as show in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2.  
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When the signal is generated, it will be sent to VSG and received from the ADC and 

compared with the original signal. Actually, before the comparison, some processes must be 

done to the received signal. 

 

The first process is to change the quantified level to digital signal. As the signal received from 

the ADC is the quantified level and the original signal is presented as the power. After 

quantification, the next process is to transform the signal from the band-pass back to the low 

pass. The reason for this process is that the original baseband signal generated in Matlab is a 

low-pass signal, after passing the VSG; the low pass signal is modulated with high frequency 

signal as the low frequency signal cannot propagate. The envelope of the modulated high 

frequency signal will have the same characteristics with the original low pass signal, but this 

modulated signal itself will be totally different with the original signal. This modulated signal 

will be the band pass signal and it will be sent to the ADC. When the ADC acquires the 

modulated band pass signal, it will definitely not get the information of the original signal. So 

this band pass signal should be changed back to the low pass signal. The third process will be 

synchronized the received signal and original signal as the received signal is captured by 

ADC starting from the random point but not the first one of the original signal. Normally the 

synchronisation function will take two periods of the original signal which means the full 

period of the original signal can be detected even it is not start from the first point. Adjust the 

initial sampling point of the received signal to match the original one.  

 

Another thing should be mentioned is that the frequency of original signal should have 

margin with the half of the sampling frequency. For example, Fs=50MHz, the Nyquist 

frequency will be 25MHz, if the original signal have the frequency 24MHz which is close to 

25MHz, it will affect the recovery result. So put a margin between the created signal 

frequency and Nyquist frequency will improve the result.  
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4.3 Experiment result 
 

After all of these processes, two signals can be compared. The comparison results in time 

domain and frequency domain shows as Figure 4.4 to Figure 4.6. 

 

 

Figure 4.4 compare original signal and received signal in time domain  

 

As the samples are too dense to see the result clearly, enlarge the part of them to check. Show 

as Figure 4.5. 

 

 

Figure 4.5 enlarged figure of compare original signal and received signal in time domain  
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Figure 4.6 compare original signal and received signal in frequency domain  

 

Error in root mean square (RMS) between original signal and received signal in time domain 

is -42.4644 dB. For the reality work, this error is acceptable.  

 

For the second step, the received signal will be compressed by multiplying it to the 

measurement matrix and recover it through the convex optimal method as in the simulation 

part. Compare the recovered signal with the received signal in time domain and frequency 

domain show as in Figure 4.7 to Figure 4.9. 

 

  
Figure 4.7 compare recovered signal and received signal in time domain 

 

As the samples are too dense to see the result clearly, enlarge the part of them to check. Show 

as Figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.8 enlarged figure of compare recovered signal and received signal in time domain 
 

 
Figure 4.9 compare recovered signal and received signal in frequency domain  

 
Figure 4.9 shows that there are some reconstructed signals between -20 to -40 dB. Actually 

these signals are noise caused by the different equipments. Error in RMS between received 

signal and reconstructed signal in time domain is -50.5134dB. 

 

Compare the recovered signal with the original signal in time domain and frequency domain 
as show in Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.12. 
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Figure 4.10 compare recovered signal and original signal in time domain 

 

As the samples are too dense to see the result clearly, enlarge the part of them to check. Show 

as Figure 4.11. 

 

Figure 4.11 enlarged figure of compare recovered signal and original signal in time domain  
 

 
Figure 4.12 compare recovered signal and original signal in frequency domain  

 

Error in RMS between original signa l and reconstructed signal in time domain is -41.9170 dB.  
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Through the Figure 4.4-4.12 and the error values among recovered signal, received signal and 

original signal, it is obvious that the signal recovered. The results of implement part satisfied 

the goal of this project.  

 

The experiments were repeated to verify the results show as in Table 4.1. 

 

Table 4.1 error between original signal and recovered signal of 20 experiments 

Experiment 

number 

Sparse of 

signal T 

Time 

domain 

RMS 

error(dB) 

Experiment 

number 

Sparse of 

signal T 

Time 

domain 

RMS 

error(dB) 

1 4 -36.6616 11 5 -37.1991 

2 10 -37.3558 12 7 -13.5912 

3 7 -38.4677 13 6 -37.1993 

4 13 -38.3391 14 5 -36.8778 

5 8 -17.3401 15 12 -16.0064 

6 9 -43.1282 16 12 -37.3507 

7 6 -44.2366 17 2 -35.1099 

8 7 -37.6717 18 1 -50.7099 

9 11 -39.3686 19 9 -44.5464 

10 6 -14.5396 20 4 -21.5734 

 

From the Table 4.1, it is not hard to find that the implement cannot work all the time, 

sometimes the error will be high which means the signal cannot be recovered. The successful 

rate is approximate 70%. One possible source for error is the synchronization algorithm; this 

function did not work successfully all the times. However, as this lab is focused on the 

compress sampling but not the synchronize problem and this result is acceptable. The aim of 

the implement of CS is achieved. 
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5 Conclusion and Future Work  
 
Compressive Sampling method combines the traditional sampling and compression, based on 

it, the sparse signal will be sampled beyond the constraints of the Nyquist theory. In this 

paper, base on the CS theory, a simulation has been made, the error between recovered signal 

and the original signal in simulation is around -240 dB in frequency domain and -180 dB in 

time domain. So the simulation part reduces the amount of samples and keeps the main 

information of the signal successfully. The implement part connects the real equipments and 

realizes the CS in a certain extent, the result for it is also acceptable as the error between 

original signal & received signal in time domain is around -38 dB and the error between 

original signal & reconstructed signal in time domain around -36 dB. 

 
In the future work, there will be two attempts to make. For saving the storage capacity and 

computing resource; the first attempt is to compress and measure the original signal before 

sampling which means using the Fourier basis to transform the signal and measuring it with 

the measurement matrix before sending the signal to the signal generator. For compressed and 

sampled the signal at the same time, the second attempt is to use the random measurement 

matrix to instead of pure sine wave as the sampling frequency signal which means the signal 

will be sampled randomly and compressed from N dimension to K dimension.  
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Appendice for Matlab code 
 

%% use ADQ214 to acquire the signal followed the shannon therom  
%% synchronize 1:4 fs for DAC is 100MHz 
%% measurement matrix the received data and cvx 
%% length N 

  

  
clear 
clc 
close all 

  
%number of original signal 
N = 2^10;% number of samples generate in computer 

  

fs=100e6;% sampling freq in computer maximum 100e6Hz 
%fs=1000e6 sample frequency  
[Tones,Phi,U,N_T]=generate_multisine(fs,N);% generate multitones with 

random frequency, amplitude and phase distribution 
% % % % % number of spikes in the signal 
% disp('Number of spikes of the original signal:'); 
T=N_T; 
% % % % % number of measureds to make 
C=2.5; % constant 
% disp('Number of measureds to make:'); 

K=round(C*T*log(N/T)); 
% % % % % generate signal 

  
t=(0:N-1)/fs; 

  
%construct the original siganal x 
x=0; 
for i=1:T 
    xi=U(i)*sin(2*pi*Tones(i)*t+Phi(i)); 
    x=x+xi; 
end 
x=x/max(abs(x)); 
% figure,plot(1:N,x),title('Original signal in time domain') 
fw=(-N/2:N/2-1)*fs/N; 
xf=fftshift(fft(x,N))/N; 
% figure,plot(fw,20*log10(abs(xf))),title('Sparse signal in frequency 

domain') 

  

  
%% send signal and clock to ADC 
send_data_SVG_cs(x,fs,100e6,-4,1);% send signal data to ADC 
%% pause a second to wait the SG to send signal 
pause(3)%pause a second to wait the SG to send signal 
%% get signal from ADQ 
dataA=Get_Data_ADQ214_ExtClock(2*4*N);%%  8 is the factor of (fs of 

ADQ)/(fs of DAC) 
%%change data got from ADQ from Quant level to voltage  
Xreceive=(2.2/2^14)*dataA;% 
%% change the received signal from BP to LP 
[tmp Xreceive] = make_LP_equiv(Xreceive, Xreceive, 100e6,400e6);%tmp 

is useless%complex 

  
%xn = make_BP(x, x, fs, 400e6); 
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%% synchronize the original signal and received signal 

  
Xnew = hig_synch(x, [Xreceive; Xreceive], 1, 4, 0); 
Xnew = Xnew / norm(Xnew)*norm(x); 
figure,plot(abs(x)), hold on, plot(abs(Xnew),'r'),  
title('Compare original signal & received signal in time domain'), 
xlabel('samples'),ylabel('normalized amplitude'), 
legend('original signal','received signal') 
figure, plot(fw,db(fftshift(fft(x))),'sb'), hold 

on,plot(fw,db(fftshift(fft(Xnew))),'or'), 
title('Compare original signal & received signal in frequency 

domain'), 
xlabel('frequency'),ylabel('power[dB]'), 
legend('original signal','received signal') 
err1 = abs(Xnew) - abs(x.'); 
% disp('error in RMS between original signa & received signal:'); 
RMSerr1 = db(sqrt(1/length(err1)*sum((err1).^2))) 
% Xnew = per_synch( x, Xreceive, 1, 8, 0); 
% Xnew = Xnew/max(Xnew);%normalize Xnew 
%% Work on real and imaginary!! 
xf_r=real((fftshift(fft(Xnew,N)/N))); 
xf_imag=imag((fftshift(fft(Xnew,N)/N))); 

  
%% measurement matrix A 

disp('Creating measurment matrix...'); 
A = randn(K,N); 
A = orth(A')'; 
disp('Done.'); 

  
% real and image measurement value 
y_r = A*xf_r; 
y_imag = A*xf_imag; 

  

  
%% cvx 
%%cvx on real  
cvx_setup 
%%cvx on real %%% 
cvx_begin 
    variable xp_r(N)%pay attention to the (N)should be used, 

otherwise the programm will not work 
    minimize (norm( xp_r, 1 )) 
    subject to 
        y_r == A*xp_r; 
cvx_end 

  
%%%cvx on image%%% 
cvx_begin 
    variable xp_imag(N) 
    minimize (norm( xp_imag, 1 )) 
    subject to 
        y_imag == A*xp_imag; 
cvx_end 

  
% Reconstruct complete signal  
xpf=xp_r+1j*xp_imag; 
%Take out effect of fftshift and the effect of dividing by N 
xp=fftshift(xpf)*N; 
%transform to time domain 
Xnew1=ifft(xp,N); 
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Xnew1 = Xnew1 / norm(Xnew1)*norm(x); 
% Xnew = Xnew/max(Xnew); 

  
%% compare received signal with reconstructed signal 
figure,plot(abs(Xnew),'b'), hold on, plot(abs(Xnew1),'r'),  
title('Compare received signal & reconstructed signal in time 

domain'), 
xlabel('samples'),ylabel('normalized amplitude'), 
legend('received signal','reconstructed signal') 
figure, plot(fw,db(fftshift(fft(Xnew))),'sb'), hold 

on,plot(fw,db(fftshift(fft(Xnew1))),'or') 
title('Compare received signal & reconstructed signal in frequency 

domain'), 
xlabel('frequency'),ylabel('power[dB]'), 
legend('received signal','reconstructed signal'), 
err2 = abs(Xnew1) - abs(Xnew); 
RMSerr2 = db(sqrt(1/length(err2)*sum((err2).^2))); 
%% compare original signal with reconstructed signal 
figure,plot(abs(x),'b'), hold on, plot(abs(Xnew1),'r'),  
title('Compare original signal & reconstructed signal in time 

domain'), 
xlabel('samples'),ylabel('normalized amplitude'), 
legend('original signal','reconstructed signal') 
figure, plot(fw,db(fftshift(fft(x))),'sb'), hold 

on,plot(fw,db(fftshift(fft(Xnew1))),'or') 
title('Compare original signal & reconstructed signal in frequency 

domain'), 
xlabel('frequency'),ylabel('power[dB]'), 
legend('original signal','reconstructed signal'), 

  
%% use standard diviation RMS to detect the error 
% errf=db(abs(fftshift(fft(Xnew1))-fftshift(fft(x.')))); 
% figure,plot(errf,':k') 
err3 = abs(Xnew1) - abs(x.'); 

% figure,plot(db(abs(err)),':k') 
RMSerr3 = db(sqrt(1/length(err3)*sum((err3).^2))); 

  
%% display 
disp('Number of spikes of the original signal:'); 
T=N_T 
disp('Number of measureds to make:'); 
K=round(C*T*log(N/T)) 
disp('error in RMS between original signal & received signal in time 

domain:'); 
RMSerr1 = db(sqrt(1/length(err1)*sum((err1).^2))), 
disp('error in RMS between received signal & reconstructed signal in 

time domain:'); 
RMSerr2 = db(sqrt(1/length(err2)*sum((err2).^2))), 
disp('error in RMS between original signal & reconstructed signal in 

time domain:'); 
RMSerr3 = db(sqrt(1/length(err3)*sum((err3).^2))) 

 
 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%generate multi-tone,  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
function [Tones,Phi,U,N_T]=generate_multisine(fs,N) 
%this script generate frequencies for multisine random phase, equal 
%amplitude, between [0,(4/5)*fs/2] 
%This script is set to have first frequency =0 
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%generate random tones; 
%fs=50e6 
%N=1024 

  
S=round(rand(N/2-1,1));%-1 is the zero frequency 
o=round(rand(N/2-1,1)); 
oo=round(rand(N/2-1,1)); 
ooo=round(rand(N/2-1,1)); 
oooo=round(rand(N/2-1,1)); 
ooooo=round(rand(N/2-1,1)); 
%oooooo=round(rand(N/2-1,1)); 
S=S.*o; 
S=S.*oo; 
S=S.*ooo; 
S=S.*oooo; 
S=S.*ooooo; 
%S=S.*oooooo; 
ind=find(S==1);%'find' return indice 
N_T=length(ind);%sparse number 

  
%% frequency generation 

  
freq=(1:N/2-1)*fs/N; 

  

%%%%frequency 
Tones=freq(ind); 
%% put margin for the created signal 
while(max(Tones)>(4/5)*(fs/2)) 
% while(max(Tones)>(3/5)*(fs/2)) 
% while(max(Tones)>(2/5)*(fs/2)) 
S=round(rand(N/2-1,1));%-1 is the zero frequency 
o=round(rand(N/2-1,1)); 
oo=round(rand(N/2-1,1)); 
ooo=round(rand(N/2-1,1)); 
oooo=round(rand(N/2-1,1)); 
ooooo=round(rand(N/2-1,1)); 
%oooooo=round(rand(N/2-1,1)); 
S=S.*o; 
S=S.*oo; 
S=S.*ooo; 
S=S.*oooo; 
S=S.*ooooo; 
%T=T.*oooooo; 
ind=find(S==1);%'find' return indice 
N_T=length(ind);%sparse number 

  
freq=(1:N/2-1)*fs/N; 
Tones=freq(ind) 
end 

      
%%%Phase generation randomly [0,pi] 
Phi=2*pi*rand(N_T,1); 
%amplitude generation %random 
U=10*rand(N_T,1); 
U=U/max(U);  %normalize 
%constant =1 
%U=ones(N_T,1); 
end 
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% hig_synch.m 
%  
% Time synchronization of two signals 

%  
% function m_synch = hig_synch( r, m, P, Q, plot_flag ); 
% 
%   Input 
%       r           Synchronization reference, r is to be a 

repetitive phase  
%                   continous signal of length N. 
%       m           The signal to be time synchronized with r. Shall 

be 
%                   close to r. length(m) >= length(r)*Q/P shall hold 

%       P, Q        P/Q is the difference in sampling frequency 

between r and m, i.e. 
%                   fs_r/fs_m = P/Q. P and Q shall be positive 

integers. 
%       

  
function m_synch = hig_synch( r, m, P, Q, plot_flag ) 

  
% m = [m; m]; 

r = r(:); 
m = m(:); 

  
% Resample (change the sampling rate of a signal) 
m = resample( m, P, Q, round(length(m)/100) ); 

  
Lr = length(r); 
Lm = length(m); 

  
% if Lm < 2*Lr, disp('Too few samples in m'), end 

  
% First "synchronisation" 
corr = xcorr( r, m ); 
corrmax = find( abs(corr) == max(abs(corr)) ); 
ms = m(end-(corrmax(1)):end); 

  
ms = ms(1:Lr); 

  
% Fine "synchronisation" 
MS = fftshift(fft(ms)); 
R = fftshift(fft(r)); 
idx = find( abs(MS) > mean(abs(MS)) & abs(R) > mean(abs(R)) ); 

  
pol = polyfit( idx, unwrap(angle(MS(idx)./R(idx))), 1 ); 
MS = MS.*exp(-j*polyval(pol,(1:Lr)')); 

  
m_synch = ifft(ifftshift(MS)); 
r_synch = r; 
% Plot 
if plot_flag 

     
    figure(1) 
    clf 
    plot(abs(r)/max(abs(r)),'b'), grid on, hold on 
    plot(abs(ms)/max(abs(ms)),'r') 
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    plot(abs(m_synch)/max(abs(m_synch)),'g'), hold off 
    legend('Ref.','Rough sync.','Fine sync.') 

     
    figure(2) 
    clf 
    plot((180/pi)*angle(r),'b'), grid on, hold on 
    plot((180/pi)*angle(ms),'r') 
    plot((180/pi)*angle(m_synch),'g'), hold off 
    legend('Ref.','Rough sync.','Fine sync.')    

     
    figure(3) 
    clf 
    plot((180/pi)*unwrap(angle(r)-angle(m_synch)),'k'), grid on 

     

end 

  

 
 


